INTRODUCTION

If you are reading a printed version of this document, you will not have access to embedded urls as reference points. To access these, please visit the HTML version of the document online at http://exchanges.wiley.com/ethicsguidelines.

Aims and scope

These guidelines present a comprehensive update to the Wiley publication ethics guidelines first published in 2006.

Our aim for these guidelines remains to support all those involved in scholarly publishing with a summary of best practice guidance from leading organizations around the world. Our guidelines are written for societies, editors, authors, librarians, students, funders, corporations, and journalists.

To write this new edition, we recruited contributions from a multidisciplinary and regionally diverse group of experts within and outside Wiley. We hope that our multidisciplinary approach has made these guidelines unique and useful to many. We recognize that different disciplines have different practices and traditions and that one size does not necessarily fit all. Where guidelines have particular application to one discipline or group of disciplines, we have aimed to identify this clearly in the text.

Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)

Wiley provides membership of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) as an option for all of its journal editors. At the time of writing COPE serves more than 8,500 members around the world with practical tools, e-learning, seminars, and much more. Many editors and publishers find COPE’s tools indispensable. We have listed specific COPE tools amongst the many ethics resources that are available to editors wherever relevant throughout our guidelines. We have reproduced the COPE flowcharts and sample letters with permission from COPE in full in the print version of these guidelines.

COPE has published two codes of conduct, one for publishers and one for editors:

- Code of Conduct for Editors
- Code of Conduct for Publishers

Ethics Helpdesk at Wiley

If you are a Wiley editor or author looking for help then please make your first port of call your Wiley publisher or journal publishing manager. Otherwise, and if your query relates to matters addressed by or related to these guidelines, please contact the Wiley Ethics Helpdesk. The Helpdesk is an email address from which we direct incoming queries to the person at Wiley who has the most appropriate expertise: publication.ethics@wiley.com.
First: Speak with your publisher
Journal publishing is, at its best, a team effort. Handling ethical problems relating to journals is no exception, and publication ethics issues often give rise to or involve legal issues. We suggest that journals use these guidelines to establish clear policies and procedures, and as an initial point of reference when issues arise.
As a first step to addressing any potentially serious problem, we suggest that editors, publishers, and other journal team members discuss their concerns. We suggest that these discussions happen before taking any further action, and that legal advice is sought where needed and in particular where issues involve potential defamation, breach of contract, or copyright infringement.
Initial conversations may indicate the need to carry out further investigation or to widen discussions to:
- Involving relevant institutions, employers, or funders (which are the appropriate bodies to conduct most investigations of serious misconduct).
- Consulting with other journal editors who are involved (in further investigation or to widen discussions to: initial conversations may indicate the need to carry out breach of contract, or copyright infringement.
- Establishing clear policies and procedures, and as an initial point of reference when issues arise.

Research integrity MISSCONDUCT
Research misconduct is defined in the US Federal Policy on Research Misconduct:
“Research misconduct is defined as fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results.”
The international models for responding to misconduct are discussed by the Council of Science Editors in their recommendations for identification of misconduct and guidelines for action. The World Association of Medical Editors makes suggestions about responding to allegations of misconduct. The Singapore Statement on Research Integrity, written during the Second World Congress on Research Integrity, presents “principles and professional responsibilities that are fundamental to the integrity of research wherever it is undertaken.”
Members of journal publishing teams have an important role to play in addressing potential cases of data fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, image manipulation, unethical research, biased reporting, authorship abuse, redundant or duplicate publication, and undeclared conflicts of interest.

PLAGIARISM
A discussion of plagiarism is provided by the US Office of Research Integrity in its policy on plagiarism. Included in this discussion is the general working definition:
“ORI considers plagiarism to include both the theft of intellectual property and the substantial unattributed textual copying of another’s work. It does not include authorship or credit disputes.”
Editors can help educate about and prevent plagiarism (as well as redundant or duplicate publication) by screening submitted manuscripts. Journals should explain in the instructions to authors how submitted manuscripts are screened for duplicate text and possible plagiarism. CrossCheck is one of the screening services available for this purpose. Journals may consider the following text, adapted from the CrossCheck website:
“CrossCheck is a multipublisher initiative to screen published and submitted content for originality. This journal uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts. The CrossCheck Deposited or CrossCheck Depositor logos indicate that this journal has committed to actively combating plagiarism. To find out more about CrossCheck visit http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html.”
The sample text is here.

DUPPLICATE AND REDUNDANT PUBLICATION
The Council of Science Editors incorporates a definition of duplicate or redundant publication into its White Paper on Promoting Integrity in Scientific Journal Publications.
“[A]uthors must avoid duplicate publication, which is reproducing verbatim content from their other publications.”
Wiley has also published information about duplicate publication.
Journals should establish processes to help them avoid duplicate and redundant publication. The Copyright Transfer Agreement, Exclusive License Agreement or the Open Access Agreement, one of which must be submitted before publication in any Wiley journal, requires signature from the corresponding authors that the article is an original work, has not been published before, and is not being considered for publication elsewhere in its final form.
- Journals should remind authors that duplicate publication is not acceptable.
- Journals should require that any previously published results, including numerical information and figures or images, are labeled to make it clear where they were previously reported.

FABRICATION, FALSIFICATION, AND IMAGE MANIPULATION
Changes to images can create misleading results when research data are collected as images. Thus inappropriate image manipulation is one form of fabrication or falsification that journals can identify.
It may, however, be legitimate and even necessary to edit images. For example, the selective enlargement of part of an artwork may be needed to reveal features that would not otherwise be visible, and editing of video data may be needed to protect the privacy of participants.

The six CLIP (Clinical and Laboratory Images in Publications) principles present guidance for documenting and publishing clinical and laboratory images. The Council of Science Editors incorporates image manipulation in its white paper on research integrity. The Office of Research Integrity provides forensic tools for quick examination of scientific images and samples.
Journals can help educators about image manipulation and, where appropriate, might check images. We suggest that journals ask authors to declare where manipulations have been made. We suggest that journals explain in their instructions for authors that:
- Specific features within an image should not be enhanced, obscured, removed, moved, or introduced.
- Original unprocessed images must be provided by authors should any indication of enhancement be identified. It may be helpful for journals to suggest that original unprocessed images should be submitted alongside any images that have been processed.
- Adjustments to brightness or contrast are only acceptable if they are applied uniformly across the entire image and are applied equally to controls, and as long as they do not obscure, eliminate, or misrepresent any information present in the information originally captured.
- Excessive manipulations, such as processing to emphasize one region in the image at the expense of others, are inappropriate, as is emphasizing experimental data relative to the control.
- Nonlinear adjustments or deleting portions of a recording must be disclosed in a figure legend.
- Constructing figures from different gels, fields, exposures, and experimental series is discouraged. When this is necessary the component parts of composite images should be indicated by dividing lines clearly demarcated in the figure, and described in the legend.

These recommendations are based on guidance developed at the Journal of Cell Biology and Rosner and Yamada’s discussion. Crome discusses image manipulation in “Avoiding twisted pixels: ethical guidelines for the appropriate use and manipulation of scientific digital images”.

WHISTLE BLOWING
Allegations of suspected misconduct that have specific, detailed evidence to support the claim should be investigated appropriately, whether they are raised anonymously or by named “whistle-blowers.”
More information about how editors can respond to communications from whistle-blowers is available from COPE.
Research ethics in journal articles

It is good practice for journals to adopt publication policies to ensure that ethical and responsible research is published, and that all necessary consents and approvals have been obtained from authors to publish their work. These publication policies might include the items presented in the sections below.

HUMAN RIGHTS, PRIVACY, AND CONFIDENTIALITY

For manuscripts reporting medical studies involving human participants, it is suggested that journals require authors to provide a statement identifying the ethics committee that approved the study, and that the study conforms to recognized standards, for example:

• Declaration of Helsinki
• US Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects
• European Medicines Agency Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice

These standards encourage authors to conduct studies in a way that ensures adequate steps have been taken to minimize harm to participants, to avoid coercion or exploitation, to protect confidentiality, and to minimize the risk of physical and psychological harm.

Across the scholarly disciplines there are variations in practice around privacy and confidentiality, relative to the risks of publication and the reasonable expectations of participants.

In the biomedical sciences, editors should consider only publishing information and images from individual participants where the authors have obtained the individual’s free prior informed consent. International Committee of Medical Journal Editors guidance says:

“Non-essential identifying details should be omitted. Informed consent should be obtained if there is any doubt that anonymity can be maintained. For example, masking the eye region in photographs of patients is inadequate protection of anonymity.”

The best policy is for journals to require that authors confirm whether explicit written consent to publish has been received from any person described (for example, in case reports), shown in still or moving images, or whose voices are recorded. In the case of technical images (for example, radiographs or micrographs), editors should also ensure that all information that could identify the subject has been removed from the image. For voices or images of any human subject, permission according to applicable national laws must be sought from research participants before publication or recording. In many jurisdictions it is a requirement that formal copyright clearance is obtained to publish any video or audio recordings. When publishing genetic sequences or family genograms editors may need consent from more than just the index case; see “Dead done over Hela cell Line.” The CARE guidelines are useful for editors who publish case reports.

In the social sciences and humanities, there are numerous ethical guidelines for researchers working with human participants. Social science and humanities researchers regularly work with audio and video materials gathered in public places where the expectation of privacy. They also use materials derived from broadcast sources, as in some political science or cultural studies work, where copyright must be addressed but where consent issues do not arise. However, wherever appropriate, social scientists are also responsible for protecting the confidentiality of human participants, and obtaining informed consent from all participants by openly communicating any and all information that is likely to influence their willingness to participate (for example, sponsorship, purpose and anticipated outcomes, and possible consequences of publication of the research they may have for participants). Guidelines include those from the American Sociological Association, International Society of Ethnobiology, and American Anthropological Association.

For social research data the Association of Social Anthropologists of the UK and the Commonwealth suggests in its “Ethical Guidelines for Good Research Practice” that it is not always possible or necessary to gain written consent to publish, particularly when researchers are working with people with limited literacy or in cultures where formal bureaucratic procedures are problematic. However, it remains prudent for journals to ask authors to provide evidence that they have obtained informed consent. The American Anthropological Association’s statement recommends that:

“Informal consent does not necessarily imply or require a particular written or signed form. It is the quality of the consent, not its format, which is relevant.”

Exceptional cases might arise where gaining an individual’s free prior informed consent is not possible but where publishing an individual’s information or image can be demonstrated to have a genuine public health interest or to serve an important public need. In cases like this, before taking any action editors should seek and follow counsel from the journal owner, the publisher, and/or legal professionals.

CULTURES AND HERITAGE

US Office for Human Research Protection has a searchable database of independent community institutional review boards that approve research and publication of culturally sensitive materials. More information is provided in “Principles and Procedures: Conducting Research in a Māori Context” from Waikato Institute of Technology and
Editors should be conscious of the ethics surrounding events. In addition:

- Editors should consider any sensitivities when publishing images of objects that might have cultural significance or cause offence (for example, religious texts or historical images of objects that might have cultural significance).
- Editors should consider any sensitivities when publishing intellectual property in attribution and acknowledgment.

- National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement & Reduction of Animals in Research

The International Council for Laboratory Animal Science has published ethical guidelines for editors and reviewers. Journals should encourage authors to adhere to animal research reporting standards, for example the ARRIVE reporting guidelines, which describe the details journals should require from authors regarding:

- Study design and statistical analysis.
- Experimental procedures.
- Experimental animals.
- Housing and husbandry.

Journals should ask authors to confirm that experiments were performed in accordance with relevant institutional and national guidelines and regulations.

- US authors should cite compliance with the US National Research Council’s “Guides for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,” the US Public Health Service’s “Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,” and “Guides for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.”
- UK authors should confirm to UK legislation under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations (SI 2002/2009).
- European authors outside the UK should confirm to Directive 2010/63/EU.

Editors may ask authors to describe in their articles how discomfort, distress, and pain were avoided and minimized, and to confirm that animals did not suffer unnecessarily at any stage of an experiment.

Editors may request that reviewers comment on the standard of experimental reporting, experimental design, or any other aspects of the study reported that may cause concern. If concerns are raised or clarified are needed, they may need to request evidence of ethical research approval or question authors.

**ANIMALS IN RESEARCH**

Research involving animals should be conducted with the same rigor as research in humans. Journals can encourage authors to implement the 3Rs principles:

- The 3Rs are a widely accepted ethical framework for conducting scientific experiments using animals: Humanely: Replacement – use of non-animal methods; Reduction – methods which reduce the number of animals used; Refinement – methods which improve animal welfare.

Journals should ask authors to confirm that experiments were performed in accordance with relevant institutional and national guidelines and regulations.

**REPORTING GUIDELINES**

Accurate and complete reporting enables readers to fully appreciate research, replicate it, and use it. Editors should encourage authors to follow their discipline’s guidelines for accurate and complete reporting of research. Editors, working with peer reviewers, should ensure that authors provide the information readers need to evaluate the methods and results, so that readers can reach their own conclusions.

In health research, the EQUATOR Network promotes useful reporting tools.

In life sciences, useful reporting guidelines are promoted on the EQUATOR Network. The PLoS Medicine Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the Gold Standard Publication Checklist from Hooijmans and colleagues.

Standards for reporting animal studies are discussed in more detail by Landis and colleagues.

Further guidelines and standards in bioscience are presented in the Minimum Information Guidelines from Diverse Bioscience Communities (MIBB) website and by the BioSharing website.

Livestock reporting guidelines are provided by the REFLECT statement.

**BIOSECURITY**

Journals should ask authors to inform them at the time of manuscript submission if their study has potential for both benevolent and malevolent application. This is often referred to as “dual use research.”

Journals should ask these authors to conform to the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) guidelines for Dual Use Life Sciences Research. The June 2007 NSABB report presents a useful description and discussion of dual use research of concern.

**REGISTERING CLINICAL TRIALS**

The World Health Organization and Declaration of Helsinki both suggest that clinical trials should be registered prospectively, before participants are enrolled. The International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations also requires its members to register trials. Legislation varies. For example, the US Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 does not require registration for Phase 1 studies.

Medical journals that publish clinical trials should make prospective registration a requirement for publication of such trials. Clinical trial registration numbers should be included in all papers that report their results. A suitable statement about this in journal instructions for authors might read: “We require that clinical trials are prospectively registered in a publicly accessible database. Please include the name of the trial register and your clinical trial registration number at the end of your abstract. If your trial is not registered, or was registered retrospectively, please explain the reasons for this.”

**AUTHORSHIP**

The list of authors should accurately illustrate who contributed to the work and how. All published work should be attributed to one or more authors. All those listed as authors should qualify for authorship by standards that are appropriate for the scholarly community that the journal serves. We suggest using the criteria developed by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, which are presented below and can be found online.

- Journals should adopt clear authorship criteria, and explain these criteria in their instructions to authors.
- Journals should require authors to confirm that they and their coauthors all meet the journal’s criteria for authorship, and that nobody who meets these criteria has been omitted from the list.
- Journals should consider requesting that authors provide a short description of each author’s contribution in an Acknowledgment.
- Journals should request that contributions from anyone who does not meet the criteria for authorship are listed, with permission from the contributor, in an Acknowledgments section (for example, to recognize contributions from people who provided technical help, writing assistance, or a department chairperson who provided general support).
- Journals should ask corresponding authors to confirm they have received written authorization from all their coauthors for publication of the article. The Copyright Transfer Agreements and Exclusive Licence Agreements used by Wiley incorporate this.
- Journals should require that, prior to submitting their article, all authors agree the order in which their names will be listed in their manuscript.
- Journals should ask the corresponding author to ensure that all the journal’s administrative requirements, such as providing details of authorship, ethics committee approval, clinical trial registration documentation, and gathering conflict of interest forms and statements, are properly completed.
- Journals should consider sending copies of all correspondence with the corresponding author to all listed authors. They should ensure as far as possible that emails are not returned because of invalid email addresses.
- Journals should encourage authors to use tools that remove potential ambiguity around author names, such as the unique persistent digital identifiers provided by ORCID.
AUTHORSHIP DISPUTES

To manage authorship disputes, editors should refer to the flowcharts from COPE and “Advice on how to spot authorship problems.”

FUNDING

Journals should request that authors list all funding sources in an Acknowledgments section. If there is no specific funding this should be stated. The role of the research funder beyond providing funding itself should also be described. It may be important to disclose, for example, if a commercial organization funded the study, designed the study, and also recruited the investigators.

Other sources of support should be clearly identified in the Acknowledgments section of the manuscript. For example, these might include funding for open access publication, or funding for writing or editorial assistance, or provision of experimental materials.

PEER REVIEW

The merits of different peer-review systems (for example, revealing peer reviewers’ identities to authors and/or attempting to mask authors’ identities from peer reviewers) have been the subject of considerable debate and study, for example, as conducted by the Publishing Research Consortium and Sense About Science. However, there is no clear evidence of the superiority of any one system over another. The benefits and feasibility of different systems probably vary between disciplines. Editors should choose a peer-review system that best suits their journal.

COPE has developed Ethical Guidelines for Peer Reviewers, to which Editors and their editorial board can refer for guidance.

Funding guidance on the ethics of peer review is available from many sources. For example, Rockwell presents guidance and EuCheMS provides guidelines. Hames’s book “Peer Review and Manuscript Management in Scientific Journals: Guidelines for Good Practice” presents useful recommendations and checklists.

- Journals should have clearly defined and communicated policies on the type of peer review used, for example, single-blinded, double-blinded, “open,” or post-publication.
- Journals should make it clear to readers whether peer review varies between types of article. For example, readers need to know if editorials and letters are not peer reviewed but original articles and reviews always are.
- Journals should also be clear if they operate a triage process in which submissions that are out of scope or otherwise inappropriate may be rejected or returned to the author without external peer review.

Editors should apply consistent standards in their peer review processes, including for special issues or supplements, and where peer review has been managed by a guest editor.

Editors should ensure confidential handling of manuscripts, with no details being disclosed to anyone except the peer reviewers without the permission of the author. If discussions between an author, editor, and peer reviewer have taken place in confidence they should remain in confidence unless explicit consent has been given by all parties, or unless there are exceptional circumstances (for example, when they might help substantiate claims of intellectual property theft during peer review).

Editors should ensure that all those who carry out peer review on behalf of the journal understand and adhere to the need for confidentiality relating to the peer-review process.

Editors should ask peer reviewers to disclose any conflicts of interest when they respond to an invitation to review and also when they submit their review (since conflicts may only be identified after reading the manuscript). Editors should ask that reviewers decline invitations where circumstances might prevent them writing an unbiased review. Examples of potential conflicts of interest include when they have collaborated with the authors recently, when they are in the same institution as the authors, when they are in direct competition with the authors, when they have personal conflict or close personal relationship or association with the authors, or when they have a financial interest in the manuscript.

Editors should request that invited peer reviewers inform them if they delegate peer review.

Editors should only ask authors to add citations to their papers when there is a strong scholarly rationale for this. To create an efficient, effective peer-review process, editors should:

- Establish and maintain a secure database of suitably qualified peer reviewers that is compliant with data protection legislation.
- Monitor the performance of peer reviewers for quality and timeliness. Peer reviewers who repeatedly produce poor quality, tardy, abusive, or unconstructive reviews should not be used again.
- Consider giving authors the option to nominate peer reviewers or to request that particular individuals do not peer review their paper. Editors should remind authors that they should avoid nominating peer reviewers who have a conflict of interest. Editors are under no obligation to accept the authors’ nominations and should validate nominations carefully.
• Give peer reviewers explicit guidance on their role and responsibilities, and consider encouraging the use of reporting guidelines to check completeness of reporting in a systematic way.
• Peer reviewers can play an important role in identifying misconduct such as possible data fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, image manipulation, unethical research, biased reporting, authorship abuse, redundant or duplicate publication, and undisclosed conflicts of interest. Editors should remind peer reviewers of this role, and of their requirement to:
  • Respect the confidentiality of peer review, and not discuss the manuscript or contact the authors or any other people about the manuscript.
  • Declare any conflicts of interest.
  • Provide an objective and constructive explanation for their recommendation.
  • Not allow their decision on a manuscript to be influenced by its origin or authorship.
  • Avoid requesting that the author cites the peer reviewer’s own papers, unless there is a strong scholarly rationale for this.
  • Not reproduce information or any part of the manuscript under review in any of their own work prior to publication by the authors.
  • Only agree to peer review manuscripts within their expertise and within a reasonable timeframe.
  • Not delay publication.
  • Not use insulting, hostile, or defamatory language.
  • Destroy submitted manuscripts and all related material after they have reviewed them.

TIMING OF PUBLICATION
Editors should aim to ensure timely peer review and publication and should avoid unnecessary delays. Editors should consider how best to share information with authors about any delays that occur. Online publication can provide the fastest route to publication and, therefore, to the public about any delays that occur. Editors should be alert to language in both submitted manuscripts and also in peer review reports or correspondence which could give rise to legal action for defamation or negligent misstatement. Such language, which can be directed at corporate entities and associations as well as individuals, should not appear within published articles and should be removed from any peer review report or correspondence that is passed on to the author. In such events, editors who work with Wiley should seek advice from Wiley.

FIGURE 1
Typical form to capture conflicts of interest during manuscript submission

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Editors, authors, and peer reviewers should disclose interests that might appear to affect their ability to present or review work objectively. These might include relevant financial interests (for example, patent ownership, stock ownership, consultancy, or speaker’s fees), or personal, political, or religious interests.

The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors definition of conflicts of interest is as follows:
“A conflict of interest exists when professional judgment concerning a primary interest (such as patients’ welfare or the validity of research) may be influenced by a secondary interest (such as financial gain). Perceptions of conflict of interest are as important as actual conflicts of interest.”

Strict policies preventing people with conflicts of interest from publishing might encourage authors to conceal relevant interests, and might therefore be counterproductive.

• Journal editors, board members, and staff who are involved with decisions about publication should declare their interests. Journals should consider publishing these on their website and updating them as required, as well as disclosing how conflicts of interest were managed for specific papers.
• Editors should clearly explain what should be disclosed, including the period that these statements should cover (for example, 3 years). Editors should ask authors to describe relevant funding, including the purpose of the funding (for example, travel grant and speaker’s fees), and to describe relevant patents, stocks, and shares that they own.
• Editors should publish authors’ conflicts of interest whenever they are relevant, or as a statement of their absence. If there is doubt editors should opt in favor of greater disclosure.
• If authors state that there are no conflicts of interest, editors should publish a confirmation to this effect.
• Editors should manage peer reviewers’ conflicts of interest. An invitation to review a manuscript should be accompanied by a request for the reviewer to reveal any potential conflicts of interest and a request for the peer reviewer to disqualify or recuse themselves when these are relevant.
• When editors, members of editorial boards, and other editorial staff are presented with papers where their own interests may be perceived to impair their ability to make an unbiased editorial decision, they should withdraw from discussions, deputize decisions, or request that authors seek publication in a different journal.

COPE has published flowcharts that illustrate a suitable process for investigations of suspected undisclosed conflicts of interest.

Wiley uses a number of forms to capture conflicts of interest statements in manuscript submission and peer review systems (for example, Figure 1). The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors has created a uniform disclosure form for conflicts of interest.

LIBEL AND DEFAMATION
Wiley has published some overview guidance about libel and defamation.

Editors should be alert to language in both submitted manuscripts and also in peer review reports or correspondence which could give rise to legal action for defamation or negligent misstatement. Such language, which can be directed at corporate entities and associations as well as individuals, should not appear within published articles and should be removed from any peer review report or correspondence that is passed on to the author. In such events, editors who work with Wiley should seek advice from Wiley.

EDITORIAL INDEPENDENCE AND COMMERCIAL ISSUES
The Council of Science Editors presents discussion of editorial independence in its White Paper on “Promoting Integrity in Scientific Journal Publications.” The relationship between the editor and the journal owner and publisher should be set out in a formal contract. It may be useful to establish a mechanism to resolve disputes before one is needed in order to help resolve any disagreements speedily.

Journal owners (whether learned societies or publishers) should avoid influencing editorial decisions.

• Editors’ decisions about whether to publish individual manuscripts submitted to their journal should not be influenced by pressure from the editor’s employer, the journal owner, or the publisher. Ideally, the principles of editorial independence should be set out in the editor’s contract.

• It is inappropriate for journal owners/publishers to discuss general editorial processes and policies with journal editors (for example, whether or not a journal should publish a particular type of article), but they should not get involved in decisions made by the editor about individual articles.

It is impossible to completely insulate editorial decisions from issues that may influence them, such as commercial considerations. For example, editors will know which articles are likely to attract reprint or reprints sales. Even so, we suggest that editors, journal owners, and publishers establish processes that minimize the risk of editorial decisions being influenced by commercial, personal, or political factors.

• Editors should be free to judge all submissions on their scholarly merit and on their potential importance to the community that the journal serves.
• Editorial decisions about individual papers should remain separate from the sale of advertising.
• Journals that publish special issues, supplements, or similar material that is funded by third-party organizations should establish policies for how these are handled. The funding organization should not be allowed to influence the selection or editing of submissions, and all funded items should be clearly identified.
• Journals should establish policies so that editorial decisions cannot be influenced by payment of an openaccess/article publication charge or other type of payment made by authors.

Further discussion of editorial independence is presented by the Council of Science Editors in their white paper on integrity and in the COPE Code of Conduct for Journal Publishers.
Commercial issues, supplements, and other funded publications

Wiley sales teams are not permitted to become involved with peer review and the editorial decision-making process. Our sales teams use editorial information only after editorial decisions are finalized. The extent of editorial information available and the timing of its disclosure is agreed for each journal in consultation with the journal owner and editor. Decisions about what can be sold are also agreed in consultation with the journal owner and editor (for example, the positions available for journal advertising within or adjacent to an article, collected in specific positions within the journal, and online, and whether it is permissible to sell reprints of papers published online prior to print).

Journals may choose to publish supplements, special issues, or similar publications that are funded by a third party (for example, a company, society, or charity). Journals should present readers with the names of the organizations that provided funding, and any conflict of interest statements.

Journals should not permit funding organizations to make decisions beyond which publications they choose to fund. Decisions about the selection and editing of contents to be published should be made by the editor (or co-editors) of the funded publication.

A journal editor may elect to use “guest” or external editors to support the publishing of supplements, special issues, or similar publications. In this case, it is the journal editor’s responsibility to disclose the journal policy and ensure it is implemented by those external editors.

Journals should reserve the right not to publish any funded publication that does not comply with their requirements.

ACADEMIC DEBATE

Journals should facilitate debate.

• Journals should encourage correspondence and constructive criticism of the work they publish.

• If an item of correspondence discusses a specific article, the journal should invite the authors of the work to respond before the correspondence is published. When possible, the correspondence and the authors’ response should be published at the same time.

• Authors may choose not to respond to this invitation. They do not have a right to veto comments about their work that the editor judges to be constructive. They may advise editors accordingly about unconstructive comments.

APPEALS

Journals should consider establishing and publishing a mechanism for authors to appeal editorial decisions, to facilitate genuine appeals, and to discourage repeated or unfounded appeals.

• Editors should allow appeals to override earlier decisions only when new information becomes available (for example, additional factual input by the authors, revisions, extra material in the manuscript, or appeals about conflicts of interest and concerns about biased peer review). Author protest alone should not affect decisions. Reversals of decisions without new evidence should be avoided.

• Editors should mediate all exchanges between authors and peer reviewers during the peer-review process. Editors may seek comments from additional peer reviewers to help them make their final decision.

• Journals should state in their guidelines that the editor’s decision following an appeal is final.

Journals should consider establishing a mechanism for authors and others to comment on aspects of the journal’s editorial management, perhaps via the publisher or a third-party.

CORRECTIONS

Journals should encourage readers and authors to notify them if they find errors, especially errors that could affect the interpretation of data or information presented in an article. When an error is identified:

• Journals should work with authors and their publisher to correct important published errors.

• Journals should publish corrections when important errors are found, and should consider retraction when errors are so fundamental that they invalidate the work.

• Corrections arising from errors within an article should be distinguishable from retractions and statements of concern relating to misconduct.

• Corrections should be included in indexing systems and linked to the original article.

• Corrections should be free to access.

Rejections and Expressions of Concern are discussed in other sections of these guidelines.

RETRACTIONS AND EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN

Wiley has published general advice on publishing retractions and answers to frequently asked questions. All Retraction statements published by Wiley are reviewed and approved by Wiley lawyers.

COPE has also published guidelines for retracting articles.

• Retractions should be published when errors could affect the interpretation of data or information, or if work is proven to be fraudulent, or in other cases of serious ethical misconduct (for example, duplicate or redundant publication, failure of all authors to agree to publication, or plagiarism).

• Expressions of concern may be published if editors have well-founded concerns or suspicions and feel that readers should be made aware of potentially misleading information. Editors should do so with caution: an expression of concern carries the same risks to a researcher’s reputation as a retraction, and it is often preferable to wait to publish a retraction when a definitive judgment has been made by an independent investigation.

WITHDRAWAL OF ARTICLES

Withdrawal or removal of articles is strongly discouraged. This policy is standard industry practice as described by the International Association of Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers Guidelines on Preserving the Record of Science.

The practice of removal, deletion, or absconding of an article or part of an article should be limited to circumstances such as:

• Legal infringements, defamation, or other legal limitations;

• False or inaccurate data, especially those that if acted upon could pose a serious health risk.

Even in these circumstances, a retraction statement must still be published to ensure that bibliographic information about the removed article is retained for the scientific record, and an explanation must be given about the circumstances of removal or withdrawal.

Readers are also directed to the sections in this article which discuss Retractions and Expressions of Concern.

How to publish Retractions and Expressions of Concern

Guidelines on retracting articles, written by COPE, can be downloaded from their website. Similar to a Correction or an Erratum, the title of a Retraction or Expression of Concern should include the words “Retraction” or “Expression of Concern” as well as information to identify the article that it refers to. It should be published on a numbered page (print and electronic) and should be listed in the journal’s table of contents. It should cite the original article and link electronically with the original electronic publication wherever possible. It should enable the reader to identify and understand why the article is being retracted, or should explain the editor’s concerns about the contents of the article. It should be in a form that enables indexing and abstracting services to identify and link to original publications. Finally, it should be free to access.

DATA PROTECTION LEGISLATION

Journals should comply with data protection legislation. Editors who work with Wiley that have any concerns about data protection should seek advice from Wiley.

Copyright and intellectual property

Wiley has published separate guidance about copyright. It is a legal requirement for an author to sign a copyright agreement of some kind before publication. Some journals ask authors to transfer their copyright to the journal. Others accept an Exclusive License from authors. Wiley authors wishing to make their article open access must sign an Open Access Agreement.
Protecting intellectual property

Publishers are legally required to have explicit authority from an author to publish any article. The societies Wiley partners with decide which copyright arrangement they require from the range of options we provide, a brief and abridged description of which is provided below.

Copyright Transfer Agreement (CTA). Under this form of agreement, the author retains broad reuse rights in their article, but transfers copyright to the journal, society, or publisher. Signing a CTA ensures maximum protection against copyright infringement with the publisher acting on behalf of the author.

Exclusive License Agreement (ELA). This form of copyright agreement is similar to the CTA but allows authors to retain copyright in their article. Wiley or the journal owner retains the commercial publishing and journal compilation rights.

Online Open and Open Access Agreements. Wiley requires authors wishing to make their article open access to sign an Open Access Agreement providing for the article to be made available under one of the Creative Commons Licenses in order to meet the terms of open access publication and ensure the widest possible dissemination. The Creative Commons website explains how these licenses work. At the time of writing these guidelines, Wiley uses three Creative Commons Licenses: CC-BY, CC-BYNC, and CC-BY-NC-ND.

Resources for responsible publication policies and procedures

Journals should promote relevant best practice in their instructions for authors. Table 1 presents a range of useful information from across many disciplines, indexed by organization acronym or first author name.

Table 1. Resources, guidelines, and references for responsible publication practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aaanet.org/cmtes/ethics/Ethics-Resources.cfm">http://www.aaanet.org/cmtes/ethics/Ethics-Resources.cfm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACJS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_671_2922.cfm">http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_671_2922.cfm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td><a href="http://pubs.acs.org/nstruct/ethic.html">http://pubs.acs.org/nstruct/ethic.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afsnet.org/?page=Ethics">http://www.afsnet.org/?page=Ethics</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMWA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.amwa.org/amwa_ethics">http://www.amwa.org/amwa_ethics</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apa.org/ethics/">http://www.apa.org/ethics/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARRIVE</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nc3rs.org.uk/page.asp?id=1357">http://www.nc3rs.org.uk/page.asp?id=1357</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.asanet.org/about/ethics.cfm">http://www.asanet.org/about/ethics.cfm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.asanet.org/about/ethicalguidelines.cfm">http://www.asanet.org/about/ethicalguidelines.cfm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td><a href="http://www.asc41.com/ethicspg.html">http://www.asc41.com/ethicspg.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASPA. Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations

BABACO. British Association of Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology Code of Ethics
http://www.babaco.org.uk/index/ethics-and-standards

Biosharing. Community developed standards in the life sciences, broadly covering biological, natural, and biomedical sciences
http://www.biosharing.org/


CONSORT. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) http://www.consortstatement.org/

COPE. Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) audit tool: Audit your journal (requires membership to access) http://publicationethics.org/resources/audit


COPE. Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) flowcharts ‘to help editors follow COPE’s Code of Conduct and implement its advice when faced with cases of suspected misconduct’
http://publicationethics.org/resources/files/flowcharts

COPE. Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines http://publicationethics.org/resources/guidelines

COPE. Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) sample letters for editors (requires membership to access) http://publicationethics.org/resources/sample-letters


CSE. Council of Science Editors (CSE). Sample Correspondence for Editors http://www.councilscienceeditors.org/ii4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3333

DHHS. US Department of Health and Human Services Office of Research Integrity http://ori.dhhs.gov


DHHS. US Public Health Service’s Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals http://grants.nih.gov/grants/olaw/references/pspol.htm

DORA. The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) http://www.ascb.org/dora/


EMWA. European Medical Writers Association (http://www.emwa.org/) guidelines on the role of medical writers in the development of peer-reviewed publications http://www.emwa.org/Mum/EMWAGuidelines.pdf

EQUATOR. EQUATOR (Enhancing the Quality and Transparency of Health Research): resources for good publication of health research studies. www.equator-network.org/


EuCheMS. European Association for Chemical and Molecular Sciences (EuCheMS). Ethical Guidelines for Publications in Journals and Reviews http://www.euchems.eu/publications.html


ICME. International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICME) Conflicts of Interest Form http://www.icme.org/csi_instructions.html

ICME. International Committee of Medical Journal Editors Recommendations http://www.icme.org


Contributors
These guidelines were written by Lisa Deakin, Martine Docking, Chris Graf, Jackie Jones, Tiffany McKerahan, Martin Otmar, Allen Stevens, Edward Wates, and Deb Wyatt, with additional contributions from Sue Joshua.
What to do if you suspect redundant (duplicate) publication

(a) Suspected redundant publication in a submitted manuscript

Review editor informs editor about redundant publication.

Check degree of overlap/redundancy.

No significant overlap.

Contact author in neutral terms/explaining discontinuance, explaining journal's position. If no response, proceed with review.

No satisfactory explanation/admits guilt.

Info reviewer of outcome/action.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

Major overlap/redundancy (i.e. based on same data with identical or very similar findings and/or evidence authors have sought to hide redundancy e.g. by changing title or author order or not citing previous paper).

Minor overlap/some element of redundancy or legitimate re-analysis (e.g. sub-group/extended follow-up/discussion aimed at different audience).

Contact corresponding author in writing, ideally enclosing signed author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no response, contact author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no satisfactory explanation/admits guilt.

Info author(s) of outcome/action.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

(b) Suspected redundant publication in a published manuscript

Reader informs editor about redundant publication.

Check degree of overlap/redundancy.

Major overlap/redundancy (i.e. based on same data with identical findings and/or evidence authors have sought to hide redundancy e.g. by changing title or author order or not citing previous paper).

Minor overlap ("latent publishing" with some element of redundancy or legitimate re-analysis (e.g. sub-group/extended follow-up/discussion aimed at different audience).

Contact corresponding author in writing, ideally enclosing signed author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no response.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

Editors may consider publishing correction giving explanation journal's position explaining journal's position.

Where editor has reason to believe failure to refer to previous paper was deliberate, consider informing author's superior or person responsible for research governance.

Inform reader of outcome/action.

4. What to do if you suspect redundant (duplicate) publication

(a) Suspected redundant publication in a submitted manuscript

Review editor informs editor about redundant publication.

Check degree of overlap/redundancy.

No significant overlap.

Contact author in neutral terms/explaining discontinuance, explaining journal's position. If no response, proceed with review.

No satisfactory explanation/admits guilt.

Info reviewer of outcome/action.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

Major overlap/redundancy (i.e. based on same data with identical or very similar findings and/or evidence authors have sought to hide redundancy e.g. by changing title or author order or not citing previous paper).

Minor overlap/some element of redundancy or legitimate re-analysis (e.g. sub-group/extended follow-up/discussion aimed at different audience).

Contact corresponding author in writing, ideally enclosing signed author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no response, contact author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no satisfactory explanation/admits guilt.

Info author(s) of outcome/action.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

(b) Suspected redundant publication in a published manuscript

Reader informs editor about redundant publication.

Check degree of overlap/redundancy.

Major overlap/redundancy (i.e. based on same data with identical findings and/or evidence authors have sought to hide redundancy e.g. by changing title or author order or not citing previous paper).

Minor overlap ("latent publishing" with some element of redundancy or legitimate re-analysis (e.g. sub-group/extended follow-up/discussion aimed at different audience).

Contact corresponding author in writing, ideally enclosing signed author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance.

If no response.

Note: The instructions to authors should state the journal's policy on redundant publication.

Editors may consider publishing correction giving explanation journal's position explaining journal's position.

Where editor has reason to believe failure to refer to previous paper was deliberate, consider informing author's superior or person responsible for research governance.

Inform reader of outcome/action.
What to do if you suspect plagiarism

(a) Suspected plagiarism in a submitted manuscript

1. Reader informs editor about suspected plagiarism.
2. Thank reader and say you plan to investigate. Get full documentary evidence if not already provided.
3. Check degree of copying.
4. If no response, keep contact ing institution requesting your concern is passed to author’s superior and/or person responsible for research governance.
5. If no resolution, consider contacting other authorities, e.g., ORI in US, GMC in UK.
6. Develop for COPE by Liz Wager of Sideview (www.lizwager.com) © 2013 Committee on Publication Ethics First published 2008. A non-exclusive license to reproduce these flowcharts may be applied for by writing to cope_administrator@publicationethics.org

(b) Suspected plagiarism in a published manuscript

1. Reader informs editor about suspected plagiarism.
2. Thank reader and say you plan to investigate. Get full documentary evidence if not already provided.
3. Check degree of copying.
4. If no response, keep contact ing institution requesting your concern is passed to author’s superior and/or person responsible for research governance.
5. If no resolution, consider contacting other authorities, e.g., ORI in US, GMC in UK.
6. Develop for COPE by Liz Wager of Sideview (www.lizwager.com) © 2013 Committee on Publication Ethics First published 2008. A non-exclusive license to reproduce these flowcharts may be applied for by writing to cope_administrator@publicationethics.org

Note: The instructions to authors should include a definition of plagiarism and state the journal’s policy on it.
What to do if you suspect fabricated data

(a) Suspected fabricated data in a submitted manuscript

Reviewer expresses suspicion of fabricated data

Thank reviewer, seek for evidence (if not already provided) and state your plans to investigate

Consider getting a 2nd opinion from another reviewer

Contact author to explain concerns but do not make direct accusation

Author replies

Unsatisfactory answer/admits guilt

Inform all authors that you intend to contact institution/regulatory body

Contact author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance, if necessary; coordinating with co-authors' institutions

Inform author of outcome

Author cleared

Reject

Satisfactory explanation

Author replies

Satisfactory explanation

Contact author's institution requesting your concern is passed to author's superior and/or person responsible for research governance, if necessary; coordinating with co-authors' institutions

Inform author of outcome

Author(s) guilty of fabrication

Publish retraction

Author(s) found not guilty

Publish expression of concern

No or unsatisfactory response

Inform reader of outcome

(b) Suspected fabricated data in a published manuscript

Reader expresses suspicion of fabricated data

Thank reader and state your plans to investigate

Consider getting a 2nd opinion from another reviewer

Contact author to explain your concerns but do not make direct accusations

Author replies

Unsatisfactory answer/admits guilt

Inform all authors you intend to contact institution/regulatory body

Contact author's institution requesting an investigation

Inform reader of outcome

Author(s) guilty of fabrication

Publish retraction

Author(s) found not guilty

Publish expression of concern

No or unsatisfactory response

Contact regulatory body (e.g. GMC for UK doctors) requesting an enquiry

Inform reader of outcome

A non-exclusive licence to reproduce these flowcharts may be applied for by writing to: cope_administrator@publicationethics.org
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Changes in authorship

(a) Corresponding author requests addition of extra author before publication

1. Clarify reason for change in authorship
2. Check that all authors consent to addition of extra author
   - All authors agree
   - Authors do not agree
     - Get new author to complete journal’s authorship declaration (if used)
     - Amend contributor details (role of each contributor/author if included)
     - Proceed with review/publication
     - Suspend review/publication until authorship has been agreed by all authors, if necessary, via institution(s)

Note: Major changes in response to reviewer comments, e.g., adding new data might justify the inclusion of a new author.

(b) Corresponding author requests removal of author before publication

1. Clarify reason for change in authorship
2. Check that all authors consent to removal of author
   - All authors agree
   - Authors do not agree
     - Amend author list and contributor details (role of each author/contributor/acknowledgments as required)
     - Suspend review/publication until authorship has been agreed
     - Inform excluded author(s) that if they wish to pursue the matter they should do this with their co-authors or institutions rather than the editor

Note: Most important to check with the author(s) whose name(s) is/are being removed from the paper and get their agreement in writing.
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Changes in authorship
(c) Request for addition of extra author after publication

1. Clarify reason for change in authorship.
2. Check that all authors consent to addition of extra author.
3. Ask why author was omitted from original list – ideally, refer to journal guidelines or authorship declaration which should state that all authors meet appropriate criteria and that no deserving authors have been omitted.
4. Clarify reason for addition.
5. Check that all authors consent to addition of extra author.
6. Amend contributor details (role of each contributor/author) if included.
7. Proceed with review/publication.
8. Publish correction if required by institution(s).

Changes in authorship
(a) Corresponding author requests addition of extra author before publication

1. Clarify reason for change in authorship.
2. Check that all authors consent to addition of extra author.
3. Get new author to complete journal’s authorship declaration if used.
4. Amend contributor details (role of each contributor/author) if included.
5. Proceed with review/publication.
6. Publish correction if required by institution(s).

To prevent future problems:
1. Before publication, get authors to sign statement that all listed authors meet authorship criteria and that no others meeting the criteria have been omitted.
2. Publish details of each person’s contribution to the research and publication.

Note: Major changes in response to reviewer comments, e.g. adding new data might justify the inclusion of a new author.
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What to do if you suspect ghost, guest or gift authorship

(see also flowcharts on Changes in authorship, as such requests may indicate the presence of a ghost or gift author)

How to spot authorship problems

Editors cannot police author or contributor listing for every submission but may sometimes have suspicions that an author list is incomplete or includes undeserving (guest or gift) authors. The COPE flowchart on ‘What to do if you suspect ghost, guest or gift authorship’ suggests actions for these situations. The following points are designed to help editors be alert for inappropriate authorship and spot warning signs which may indicate problems.

Type of authorship problems

A ghost author is someone who is omitted from an authorship list despite qualifying for authorship. This is not necessarily the same as a ghost writer, since omitted authors often perform other roles, in particular data analysis. (Gotschke et al. have shown that statisticians involved with study design are frequently omitted from papers reporting industry-funded trials.) If a professional writer has been involved with a publication it will depend on the authorship criteria being used whether s/he fulfils the criteria to be listed as an author. Using the ICMJE criteria for research papers, medical writers usually do not qualify as authors, but their involvement and funding source should be acknowledged.

A guest or gift author is someone who is listed as an author despite not qualifying for authorship. Guests are generally people brought in to make the list look more impressive (despite having little or no involvement with the research or publication). Gift authorship often involves mutual CV enhancement (i.e. including colleagues on papers in return for being listed on theirs).

Signs that might indicate authorship problems

• Corresponding author seems unable to respond to reviewers’ comments
• Changes are made by somebody not on the author list (check Word document properties to see who made the changes but bear in mind there may be an innocent explanation for this, e.g. using a shared computer, or a secretary making changes)
• Document properties show the manuscript was drafted by someone not on the author list or properly acknowledged (but see above)
• Impossibly prolific author e.g. of review articles/opinion pieces (check also for redundant/overlapping names (this may be detected by a Medline or Google search using the article title or key words)
• Role missing from list of contributors (e.g. it appears that none of the named authors were involved with the research or publication). Gift authorship often involves mutual CV enhancement (i.e. including colleagues on papers in return for being listed on theirs).
• Several similar review articles/editorials/opinion pieces have been published under different author names (this may be detected by a Medline or Google search using the article title or key words)
• Role missing from list of contributors (e.g. it appears that none of the named authors were responsible for analysing the data or drafting the paper)
• Trial with a single author)

Types of signs

Flowchart on ‘How to spot authorship problems’ suggests actions for these situations. The following points are designed to help editors be alert for inappropriate authorship and spot warning signs which may indicate problems.

*Note: Initial action will depend on whether the journal’s normal method of collecting author/contributor info is used

Some general points

• Initial action will depend on whether the journal’s normal method of collecting author/contributor info is used

Type of authorship problems

A ghost author is someone who is omitted from an authorship list despite qualifying for authorship. This is not necessarily the same as a ghost writer, since omitted authors often perform other roles, in particular data analysis. (Gotschke et al. have shown that statisticians involved with study design are frequently omitted from papers reporting industry-funded trials.) If a professional writer has been involved with a publication it will depend on the authorship criteria being used whether s/he fulfils the criteria to be listed as an author. Using the ICMJE criteria for research papers, medical writers usually do not qualify as authors, but their involvement and funding source should be acknowledged.

A guest or gift author is someone who is listed as an author despite not qualifying for authorship. Guests are generally people brought in to make the list look more impressive (despite having little or no involvement with the research or publication). Gift authorship often involves mutual CV enhancement (i.e. including colleagues on papers in return for being listed on theirs).

Signs that might indicate authorship problems

• Corresponding author seems unable to respond to reviewers’ comments
• Changes are made by somebody not on the author list (check Word document properties to see who made the changes but bear in mind there may be an innocent explanation for this, e.g. using a shared computer, or a secretary making changes)
• Document properties show the manuscript was drafted by someone not on the author list or properly acknowledged (but see above)
• Impossibly prolific author e.g. of review articles/opinion pieces (check also for redundant/overlapping names (this may be detected by a Medline or Google search using the article title or key words)
• Role missing from list of contributors (e.g. it appears that none of the named authors were responsible for analysing the data or drafting the paper)
• Unfeasibly long or short author list (e.g. a simple case report with a dozen authors or a randomised trial with a single author)
• Industry-funded study with no authors from sponsor company (this may be legitimate, but may also mean deserving authors have been omitted; reviewing the protocol may help determine the role of employees – see Gotschke et al. and commentary by Wager)
What to do if a reviewer suspects undisclosed conflict of interest (CoI) in a submitted manuscript

1. Reviewer (or editor) raises ethical concern about manuscript.
   - Thank reviewer and say you plan to investigate.

2. Author(s) supplies relevant details.
   - Satisfactory answer: Inform author that review process is suspended until case is resolved.
   - Unsatisfactory answer/no response: Forward concerns to author’s employer or person responsible for research governance at institution.

3. Apologize and continue review process.
   - Issue resolved satisfactorily: Inform reviewer about outcome of case.
   - Issue resolved unsatisfactorily: Contact institution at 3–6 monthly intervals, seeking conclusion of investigation.
   - No/satisfactory response: Refer to other authorities (e.g., medical regulation body, UKPR, ORI).

What to do if a reader suspects undisclosed conflict of interest (CoI) in a published article

1. Reader informs editor of author’s undisclosed CoI.
   - Thank reader and say you plan to investigate.

2. Contact author(s) and express concern.
   - Author(s) supplies relevant details.
     - Satisfactory answer: Publish correction to competing interest statement as required.
     - Unsatisfactory answer/no response: Explain journal policy/CoI definition clearly, and obtain signed statement from author(s) about all relevant CoIs if not obtained previously.

3. Author(s) denies CoI.
   - It may be helpful to provide a copy of the journal’s policy/definition of CoI.
   - Note: To avoid future problems, always get signed statements of CoIs from all authors and reviewers before publication.
   - Ensure journal guidelines include clear definition of CoI.
What to do if you suspect an ethical problem with a submitted manuscript

1. Reviewer (or editor) raises ethical concern about manuscript.
   - Thank reviewer and say you plan to investigate.

2. Author(s) supplies relevant details.
   - e.g. request evidence of ethical committee/RB approval/copy of informed consent documents.
   - e.g. lack of ethical approval/concern re: patient consent or protection/concern re: animal experimentation.

3. Satisfactory answer.
   - Inform author that review process is suspended until case is resolved.
   - Forward concerns to author’s employer or person responsible for research governance at institution.

4. Unsatisfactory answer/no response.
   - Consider submitting case to COPE if it raises novel ethical issues.

A non-exclusive licence to reproduce these flowcharts may be applied for by writing to cope_administrator@publicationethics.org.

What to do if you suspect a reviewer has appropriated an author’s ideas or data

1. Author alleges reviewer misconduct.
   - Thank author and say you will investigate.

2. If files are no longer available at journal, request copy from author.
   - Retrieve files (submitted MS and reviews).

3. Open review (reviewer’s identity is disclosed to author) vs. Anonymous review (reviewer’s identity is NOT disclosed to author).
   - Author accuses actual reviewer of misconduct.
     - Check for links between accused person and named reviewer, e.g. same department, personal relationships.
     - Review evidence (or get suitably qualified person to do this) and decide whether author’s allegations are well-founded.

4. Author accuses somebody who was not asked to review the article for your journal.
   - Get as much documentary evidence as possible from author and other sources, e.g. publication, abstract, report of meeting, copy of slides, grant application; do not contact reviewer until you have assessed this.
   - Check for links between accused person and named reviewer, e.g. same department, personal relationships.
   - Review evidence (or get suitably qualified person to do this) and decide whether author’s allegations are well-founded.

5. Not well-founded.
   - Discuss with author request further evidence.
   - Write to reviewer explaining concerns and requesting an explanation.

6. Appears well-founded.
   - Discuss with reviewer institution requesting an investigation.
   - Remind reviewer of your action and consider removing reviewer permanently from database and consider reporting case in journal.

Note: The instruction to reviewers should state that submitted material must be treated in confidence and may not be used in any way until it has been published.

Note: Options depend on type of review system used.

A non-exculsive licence to reproduce these flowcharts may be applied for by writing to cope_administrator@publicationethics.org.
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz

We understand that you wish to have author aaa added/removed from the authorship of this paper. Please note that we require written confirmation that all of the original authors agree with this change in authorship.

Refer to your guidelines on authorship. If author(s) are added you will want to ask about the contributions and competing interests of the new author(s)

Once we have this consent we will then publish a formal correction to the paper. We look forward to hearing from you by…

Yours sincerely

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz

We have noticed that you have added/removed xxx from the authorship of this paper. Please can you explain this change of authorship?

Refer to your guidelines on authorship. If author(s) are added you will want to ask about the contributions and competing interests of the new author(s)

Please note that we require written confirmation that all of the original authors agree with this change in authorship. Until we have heard from you we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper. We look forward to hearing from you by…

Yours sincerely
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

It has been brought to our attention/we have noticed that not all the competing interests that are relevant to this manuscript may have been declared.

*If necessary elaborate here on the competing interests and add link to the journal’s policy.*

We would be grateful for an explanation. *(If paper is not published add this text: Until we have heard from you we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper.)* We look forward to hearing from you by…

Yours sincerely

---

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

It has been brought to our attention/we have noticed that this manuscript does not provide sufficient information for us to judge whether the study you describe in this manuscript was conducted according to accepted ethical guidelines for the treatment of humans/animals.

*If necessary elaborate here – e.g. lack of evidence of informed consent and add link to appropriate author guidelines.*

I would be grateful if you could clarify how this research was carried out, specifically…

We look forward to hearing from you by…

Yours sincerely
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz

It has been brought to our attention/we have noticed that one of the figures in the above manuscript may have been manipulated inappropriately.

*If necessary elaborate here – e.g. evidence of splicing of lanes on a gel.*
*Refer authors to any guidelines you have on figure preparation*

We would be grateful for any explanation you can provide and look forward to hearing from you by… *(If paper is not published add this text: Until we have heard from you we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper)*

Yours sincerely

---

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz, published on 123

It has been brought to our attention/we have noticed that the above manuscript contains substantial overlap with a manuscript entitled aaa, published by journal b – give full citation.

*If necessary elaborate here – e.g. same figures/ overlap of text.*

We would be grateful for any explanation that you can provide and look forward to hearing from you by…

Yours sincerely
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz

It has been brought to our attention/we have noticed that one of the figures in the above manuscript may have been manipulated inappropriately.

If necessary elaborate here – e.g. evidence of splicing of lanes on a gel.

Refer authors to any guidelines you have on figure preparation

We would be grateful for any explanation you can provide and look forward to hearing from you by… (If paper is not published add this text: Until we have heard from you we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper)

Yours sincerely

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz

It has been brought to our attention that the above manuscript contains substantial overlap with a manuscript entitled aaa, submitted to/published by journal b (give full citation for published paper; for unpublished papers only attach paper if the other journal has specifically agreed and the authors on both papers are the same or overlapping).

If necessary elaborate here – e.g. same figures/overlap of text.

We would be grateful for any explanation you can provide and look forward to hearing from you by…

Until we have heard from you we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper.

Yours sincerely
Dear Reviewer

RE: Manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

It has been brought to our attention that you may have shared this manuscript while it was under review at this journal. Give details

As you know, in our reviewer guidelines (give link) we do ask reviewers to maintain confidentiality at all times during the review process. Could you explain what happened?

We look forward to hearing from you by...

Yours sincerely

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

Many thanks for your letter. We appreciate your explanation; however we feel that in accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Publication Ethics, of which this journal is a member, we will need to investigate this matter further.

Give further details

Until this matter is resolved we cannot proceed further with the review/publication of your paper.

Yours sincerely
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

Thank you for your further correspondence about this paper.

We have investigated the matter thoroughly and we are happy that figure b is not the same as in paper x.

We will therefore be proceeding with peer review/publication of this paper

Yours sincerely

Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

Thank you for your further correspondence about this paper.

We have investigated the matter as far as we are able and have not been able to resolve it satisfactorily.

In accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Publication Ethics, of which this journal is a member, we are therefore asking your institution to investigate this matter further.

I am sending this letter to all the authors listed on the manuscript.

Until the investigation of this matter is concluded we will not be able to proceed further with review/publication of this paper

Yours sincerely
Dear Corresponding author

RE: Your manuscript number xxx, name yyy, submitted to journal zzz (if published give citation)

Thank you for your further correspondence about this paper.

We have investigated the matter thoroughly. In our opinion there is clear evidence that figure a was manipulated inappropriately/the degree of overlap with paper b would constitute duplicate publication, etc…

In accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Publication Ethics, of which this journal is a member, we are therefore rejecting this paper.

I am sending this letter to all the authors listed on the manuscript. Next sentence depends on how severe you feel the offence is. I will also be informing your institution of the outcome.

Yours sincerely